
DISAPPEARING LETTERS – ALPHABET FOR STARTERS ACTIVITY 

It’s been a while since we have done an Alphabet For Starters activity. This is our popular series of 
alphabet activities that aim to introduce and play with letters in simple ways for beginners. This one 
was a true “Throw it together” activity. I was on a conference call for the first half sitting on the other 
side of the table jotting down notes while she played. When I saw what a hit it was I grabbed my 
camera and started clicking. This combines letter recognition, color mixing and fine motor all in a 
super simple activity. 

1. Gather your materials: a container for water, an eye dropper, some coffee filters, a plate to 
protect your table from the running colors, markers and coffee filters. Have multiple coffee filters 
on hand because kids love this. 

2. Start by writing letters on the coffee filter. 

   

3. Ask your child to find their favorite letter. I like saying this instead of ” Find f, find r…” because in 
my experience it leads to them deciding which letter to find next and naturally declaring which 
letter it is. Drop the water on using the eye dropper and watch it disappear. My daughter 
LOVED this. ” It’s gone Mama!” She made multiple ones and helped me choose which letters to 
write.  

 

4. After my call was done I gave her the markers and she made her own letters on some coffee 
filters.When kids are learning to write even at the very early stages never say to them ” That’s 
not a B it’s a scribble, here let me make you a real B.”Their writing is a B it’s just in the early 
stages of development and by encouraging them their development will get there slow and 
steady as it is meant to. 

 

Adapted from www.notimeforflashcards.com 
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